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What is a landscape and what do 
landscapes mean to you? 



• Gardens
• Natural places for habitat, beauty, 

recreation
• Places for food production
• Views of pretty scenes
• Are landscapes always attractive? 
• Do they always contain plants?
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“A landscape is the visible features of an area of land, 
its landforms, and how they integrate with natural or man-
made features, often considered in terms of their aesthetic 
appeal.” - New Oxford Dictionary



“Our human landscape is our unwitting autobiography, 
reflecting our tastes, our values, our aspirations, and even our 
fears, in tangible, visible form. We rarely think of landscape that 
way, and so the cultural record we have ‘written’ in the 
landscape is liable to be more truthful than most 
autobiographies because we are less self-conscious about how 
we describe ourselves.” – Pierce K. Lewis
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“A landscape is the visible features of an area of land, 
its landforms, and how they integrate with natural or man-
made features, often considered in terms of their aesthetic 
appeal.” - New Oxford Dictionary



“Reading” a landscape: how is it used, was it designed? 

Formality: ancient Islamic gardens featured symmetry, water features, and pattern. These gardens are the ancestors of formal 
gardens. What are the associations you make to this style? 



Formality: ancient Islamic gardens featured symmetry, water features, and pattern. These gardens are the ancestors of formal 
gardens. What are the associations you make to this style? 

Informality and naturalism: These landscapes are just as contrived as formal gardens. The style arose in England around the early 1700s 
as a reaction against autocratic rule. What are the associations you make to this style? 





Jefferson’s Grid

The Public Land System was proposed by Thomas Jefferson and was officially created in 1785. This 1889 map 
is from the David Rumsey Collection. 



Jefferson’s Grid
The Diablo 
Meridian and 
Base Line 
were 
established in 
1853 by the 
United States 
Public Land 
Survey System



Jefferson’s Grid
Public Land Survey 
overlaid on north 
Santa Rosa. 

From randymajors.org



Responding to Thomas Jefferson’s (unrealistic) ambition that all Americans should live on 
rural lands, Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux began designing the first planned 

suburban community in Riverside, Illinois in 1868. 

Map from the Riverside, Illinois website.







Frederick Law Olmsted (1822-1903) was the founder of American landscape architecture. 

Ideas of democracy – allowing everyone access to land – are still treasured today and have 
become a foundational American ideal. 

See www.olmsted.org for more information and an interactive map.

http://www.olmsted.org/




Landscape Documentation
• Learn the who, what, when, where, and why of a landscape
• Is the place significant?
• Is anything original left? 
• How should the landscape be treated going forward?



Landscape Documentation
!The Secretary of the Interior provides guidelines for different kinds of 

documentation

The Historic American Landscapes Survey (HALS) is part of the Heritage 
Documentation Program - nps.gov/hdp

• Federal Program to create a permanent record of historic landscapes
• Modeled on HABS (1933) and HAER (1969)
• Created in 2000
• May be used for mitigation for loss of significant landscapes



Landscape Documentation
!My favorite is the Historic American Landscapes Survey (HALS)

"Document the history
"Establish why the place is important
"Describe the place as it looks today
"Provide drawings and photographs

!The final records are stored at the Library of Congress as a permanent 
record, accessible to anyone

!HALS hosts an annual competition. This year’s theme is Olmsted 
landscapes







Yosemite National 
Park documentation 

as prepared by the 
National Park Service 



Documentation Projects

Fischer Hanlon House in Benicia



Documentation Projects

White House 
2007 internship for four 
months. Measured the 
landscape in great detail, 
then prepared drawings. 



Documentation Projects



Documentation Projects

Mary Ellen Pleasant
Born in 1814? 1817? Died in 1904
A businesswoman and entrepreneur, Pleasant was certainly the most well-known Black woman in California 
and one of the wealthiest in the nation. She has been called the “Mother of Civil Rights in California,” 
working to assure equal access and rights as well as assisting escaped slaves. 

Photo of Pleasant is from the scrapbook of Emma Scott Jones, via Wikipedia. Bell/Pleasant Mansion on Bush and Octavia, Sand Francisco, 
late 19th century. Building was demolished. Photo: courtesy Doris M, via FoundSF.org



Documentation Projects

Pleasant and her business partner bought several acres in Glen Ellen in 1889. Pleasant named 
the property in Sonoma Beltane Ranch, and she built the house that stands today.

Baseline Consulting in Sonoma provided their extensive research on Pleasant and the property 
for my documentation. 

Photo of Beltane Ranch, 2021, by Janet Gracyk



Pond Farm Pottery

A distant relative, Jane Herr, invited her to California. Wildenhain settled in a small cabin at Pond Farm. She  
was 40 years old. She helped build her small house and started a new career. She fired the kiln for the last 
time in 1980 and died in 1985. 

This site located in Austin Creek State Recreation. For a time, Marguerite Wildenhain was an influential and 
accomplished potter who brought new techniques to the country and changed the way we view pottery –
now we often think it is appropriate to consider pottery as an art form.

Documentation Projects

Photo at left – Wildenhain home, 1959. Courtesy of California State Parks. Photo at right - Marguerite Wildenhain at work, 
ca. 1940 / unidentified photographer. Marguerite Wildenhain papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution.

The site is associated with 
Marguerite Wildenhain (1897 –
1985). She learned Modernist 
design at the Bauhaus in 
Germany and applied them to 
ancient pottery techniques. She 
was Jewish and barely escaped 
Europe during WWII, leaving her 
husband and career behind.



Mabel Symmes
Born 1875, died 1982. Berkeley

Blake Garden, Kensington. 
1922. Map courtesy of the UC Berkeley Blake Garden

Kappa Alpha Theta sorority sisters
Berkeley, circa 1894. 
Photo courtesy of the Robert E. Kennedy Library at Cal Poly, 
San Luis Obispo

Documentation Projects



Merrill House Garden, Orinda
1938. Map courtesy of the owners

Documentation Projects

Marsh Sperry Garden, Berkeley 
1925. Map courtesy of the owner

Unna Garden, Berkeley 
1927. Photo  courtesy of the owner



Kathryn Stedman
Born 1900, died 1997

Joe Eichler house in Atherton

Top photo from the Eichler 
Network. Bottom photo of 

the Joseph Eichler house 
by Janet Gracyk



Sonoma Developmental Center
Reconnaissance Survey 
Painter Preservation & Planning, 2008



Sonoma Developmental Center

Pine Lodge 
California State Park, Lake Tahoe



Sonoma Developmental Center

Pine Lodge 
California State Park, Lake Tahoe

Vikingsholm
California State Park, Lake Tahoe



The California Garden & Landscape History Society – CGLHS.org

HALS sites in Northern California at the American Society of 
Landscape Architects: asla-ncc.org/hals


